LogicLike privacy and data processing policy

Introduction

Your privacy is very important to us. Our privacy policy (hereinafter referred to as the "Privacy Policy") explains what information we collect, how we use it and provide access to it, how you can manage the privacy settings in connection with the use of LogicLike. Read also the user agreement, which describes the terms of use of the LogicLike service.

LogicLike's head office is located in Minsk, and the service is provided by Logiclike LLC (hereinafter referred to as the Administrator). If you live in the European Economic Area (the “EEA”), LogicLike is considered the operator of your personal data in accordance with the EEA data protection legislation.

This policy was written in Russian. If the translated version is contrary to Russian, then the latter takes precedence.
Questions and comments on this Privacy Policy can be sent by mail to office@logiclike.com

Data Collected by LogicLike

1.1. LogicLike collects information about you, including information that allows you to directly or indirectly identify you. Personal data - any information related to the User.
We may collect the following information:
• E-mail address;
• last name, first name of the Student;
• country and city of the Student;
• place of study of the Student;
• last name, first name of the Parent of the Student;
• the contact phone number of the Student Parent.
• surname, name of the Teacher;
• country and city of residence of the Teacher;
• place of work of the Teacher;
• Data automatically received by the Administrator http-server when accessing Site and subsequent actions of the User (host IP address, Internet pages visited by the User).

Purpose of processing and using Information

Personal data is collected, processed and used by the Administrator solely for the following purposes:
• User registration;
• User identification on the Site, the creation of a Profile and Personal Account;
• sending by the Administrator messages to the email address of the User, in accordance with the terms of the User Agreement;
• establishing and maintaining communication between the User and the Administrator,

advising on the provision of LogicLike Service and Integrated service;
• performance by the Administrator of obligations to the User under agreements between the Administrator and the User (in particular, the User Agreement, the Agreement, other agreements concluded between the User and the Administrator pursuant to the User Agreement);
• improving the quality of service for Users and modernizing the Site, LogicLike Service and the Comprehensive Service by processing requests and applications from the User;
Consent to data processing

The User gives LogicLike unconditional consent to the collection, systematization, accumulation, storage, processing of Personal Data. If the User is incapacitated, consent is provided by his legal representative. By providing the Personal data of the Students and (or) Parents of the Students, the Teacher confirms that he and (or) the School have received the full and unconditional consent of the Parents of the Students to process the Personal data of the Students and the Parents of the Students and transfer them to third parties in order to provide the LogicLike Service and (or) Comprehensive service.

We assume that when providing information to the User:
• is a competent person. In case of incapacity of the User, actions on his behalf are carried out by the legal representative of the User, in particular Parent of the Student who has read the terms of this Policy;
• indicates reliable Information in the volumes necessary to use the LogicLike Service and the Comprehensive Service, and also supports Information provided is up to date;
• acquainted with the Policy, expresses its agreement with it and assumes rights and obligations indicated therein.

Next, we will analyze the key objects of personal data in more detail.

Payment Information

When paying in the LogicLike application, you can specify payment details, such as a bank card number or other details. We use third-party payment services that meet the requirements of the payment card industry and do not store your credit card details.

Third-Party Accounts

LogicLike allows you to register and log in using accounts created in third-party products and services, such as Facebook, Google or Apple (collectively “Third-Party Accounts”). If you access the Services through Third-Party Accounts, we collect information that you have made available, such as your name, email address, profile information and preferences. This information is collected by the Third-Party Account Provider and is provided by LogicLike in accordance with its privacy policy. In general, you can control the information we receive from these sources using the privacy settings in your Third-Party Account.

Technical Information and Log Files

We collect data from your browser, computer or mobile device that transmit technical information to us when you access or use our Services. Such technical information includes device and network data, cookies, log files, and analytic data. Read more about how we use cookies in our Cookie Policy.

Services use log files. They store IP addresses, browser type, Internet service provider (ISP), visited pages and exit pages, platform type, date and time stamp, as well as the number of mouse clicks. This information is used for trend analysis, administration, protection.

Other information

We may collect information about you through third parties, for example, by receiving feedback through surveys.
About using information

We collect information when registering the User on the site and also in the future with any changes to the data. Information is stored on electronic media and processed automatically, unless the automated processing of Information is necessary in connection with the provision of the Comprehensive service.

We do not sell your personal data. LogicLike uses the information we collect and receive in order to manage the Service and personalize it for you. For example, with your consent, we may send you information about your activities or reminders. Also, based on information about the city or place of residence, include students in the rating or propose tasks that may be more interesting to you. We also use the information we collect to provide support, improve security and communicate with you (including sending marketing messages and push notifications) if you have given your consent to receive such messages and notifications. Some information (for example, your name and some profile information) is also available to persons who are not network users. For example, your information about the place in the ranking on the site.

In addition, based on your information, we analyze, develop and improve Services. For these purposes, LogicLike may use third-party providers of analytical data in order to better understand the models of using the Services and improve their quality (for example, Google AdWords, Yandex.Direct, OneSignal and other services).

Legal requirements

We may store and disclose your information to third parties, including law enforcement agencies, state or government agencies, as well as to private plaintiffs and defendants in your country of residence or abroad, if we establish that such disclosure is reasonably necessary for compliance with the law, including to respond to court orders or warrants, subpoenas, as well as other legal or regulatory processes. We may also retain or disclose your information, if we establish that it is reasonably necessary to prevent the death or serious physical injury of a person, fraud in relation to LogicLike or its users, as well as to protect our activities, property or other legal rights, including by disclosing information to our legal adviser or other consultants and third parties in connection with an ongoing or potential litigation.

About information protection

We have taken a number of measures to protect the collection, transmission and storage of collected data. We take reasonable measures to protect your information in accordance with its level of confidentiality. The Services use industry standard technology - the SSL protocol, which encrypts personal information and credit card numbers. LogicLike works with service providers, industry leaders in online security, including in the verification of the Service. The services are registered in site identification centers so that the browser can confirm the reliability of LogicLike before sending the information that identifies you. In addition, LogicLike secure servers protect this information with an advanced firewall.

Delete account and update information

You can correct, supplement or update information in your profile or account at any time by changing this information in your account settings. You can delete your account and all personal data by sending us a request to office@logiclike.com. After sending a request for deletion, we permanently and permanently delete your personal data from our systems, including backups. After deletion, your data, including your account, data on training and places in the leaderboard ratings, cannot be restored. After deleting your account, deleting your personal data and system logs from the system can take up to
90 days. In addition, we can save information when sending removal requests in accordance with the requirements of the law and take other actions permitted by law.

**Your rights and our legal basis**

We provide the same tools and privacy settings for all of our users around the world. If you live in the EEA on an ongoing basis, you have the right to access your data, correct, download and delete this data, as well as the right to restrict the processing of this data and to object.

**Data transfer**

Services are provided from Belarus. If you live outside Belarus and decide to use the Services or provide us with your data, you agree and understand that your data will be transferred, processed and stored outside your country of residence.

**Data storage**

We store the Information for up to 3 (three) years from the moment the first of the following events occurs:
- independent removal by the User of Information on the Site;
- delete account;
- the User’s refusal from the Agreement unilaterally out of court, in accordance with the terms of the User Agreement;
- removal by the Administrator of the Information posted by the User in
  In order to prevent and stop violations by the User
  User agreement;
- termination of the User Agreement.

We permanently destroy Personal data in the event we receive a request from the User to delete an account or withdraw consent to the processing and use of Personal data.

**Privacy Policy Details**

Everything that is not regulated by the terms of the Policy is subject to regulation by the terms of the User Agreement. LogicLike reserves the right to change this Privacy Policy at any time. We ask you to periodically check it for changes. If LogicLike makes changes to this Privacy Policy, the updated Privacy Policy is published in the Services in a timely manner, and in case of significant changes, you will be sent a notification. If you object to any changes to the Privacy Policy, you must stop using the Service and delete the account.

**Contact Information**

LogicLike Limited Liability Company
Legal address: Belarus, Minsk, ul. Vera Horuzhey 25 to 3, office 901,
email: office@logiclike.com